Hawking Class Homework Term 1-2
Who Were the Ancient Greeks?
Remember

Understand

Apply

Analyse

Create

Evaluate

Continue to
practise the 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8 and 11
and 12 times
tables. How
quickly can you
recall the facts in
a random order?
Use Rockstars to
help!

What was it like
inside a Greek
temple? Draw a
diagram and write
detailed labels.

Greek Recipe Instructions Cook a
Greek meal, write the recipe for it
and don’t forget to include a photo!
You could even bring some in for us
to sample!

It’s all Greek to me!
Find out some simple
Greek phrases. E.g. Hello,
How are you? What’s your
name? Etc. Can you make
a poster to display them in
Greek & English? Make
sure you can pronounce
them correctly and teach
them to the class!

Create a traditional Greek
outfit to wear for our Greek
Day – this could be a slave,
wealthy person or soldier.

Spelling: Please,
please, please
practise your
weekly spellings
at least 3 times –
you can use paper
and/or spelling
shed

Can you create some
Top Trumps for Greek
gods and goddesses?
You could even
include some
monsters! Challenge
your friends to a
game in school

The Greeks created monsters and
mythic beasts by combining the
most powerful or terrifying features
of several animals. Create and draw
your own mythical monster
labelling its features and detailing
any special powers that it may
possess.

Free Greek Choice! Choose
your own project related
to ancient Greece. Surprise
me with your creativity!

Wealthy Ancient Greek and
Roman families would
decorate their houses with
patterned mosaics. Design
and create a mosaic pattern
using a range of different
colours and designs.

Research the different roles
for men and women in ancient
Greece: - What rights did they
have? - What expectations
were placed upon men and
women? - Do you think the
differences in the lives of men
and women were fair? - Are
the roles for men and women
in Ancient Greece different
from modern roles? If so,
how?
Can you create a quiz all about
Ancient Greece? Challenge a
partner to complete it in
school.

Please select one homework task each week. You are more than welcome to do more than one task if you
would like.
When you have completed a task, bring your homework book to school on Thursday and we will mark it.
You can record the practical tasks in a number of ways: photograph, a comment from a parent, a written
review of the task. Books will come home on Friday.
When you have completed the task, colour in the matching colour on the rainbow. Try to get a balance of
colours over the term to ensure that you practise a range of skills.
Please remember to read 3+ times each week and to record this in your Reading Record books.

Have fun!

